Use Case: Continuing Education - Creating an Additional Revenue Stream with Lifelong Learners

Retrieve’s Storefront allows universities to create on-demand learning opportunities. Continue to engage alumni by providing the career skills they need beyond graduation. As the career landscape shifts, be the sought-after destination for additional skills and credentials. Whether your alumni are seeking a certificate to change careers, or a micro-credential to maximize their earning potential, be the place to which they turn.

With our pathways technology, our university partners maximize instructor time by providing intervention for only the students who need support. When someone needs to prove to their employer that they possess requisite knowledge, the student can test through the assessments and demonstrate competency with the use of our embedded AI feedback feature. This allows instructors to focus their time and attention on students who need more one-on-one instruction, clarification on topics, or personalized resources.

Our native app provides the same learning experience on both desktop and mobile devices, allowing all students to learn in the modality that best suits their needs. As your traditional students graduate and enter the workforce, they will need to fill knowledge gaps throughout their career lifetime. Be the educational provider of choice that meets all of their educational needs.